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Abstrakt
Att hitta den sanna rörelsen i en video tagen av en kamera i rörelse är ett komplext
problem, ett än mer komplext problem är att till detta även hitta rörelsen under realtid
på en lågprestanda dator. Enkla algoritmer för rörelsedetektion från statiska kameror
är implementerade och även vidarutvecklade för att klara av rörliga kameror. Resultat
visar att det är möjligt att finna rörelser ur video tagen med en rörlig kamera samt att
efterbehanling av detta kan öka kvalitén på resultatet avsevärt. Detta gör det möjligt att
detectera rörelse från kameror i rörelse i realtid på begränsad hårdvara så som en ruggad
bärbara datorer som till exempel kontrolerar ett obemannat flygplan.
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1

Introduction

Nowadays in the video surveillance industry the camera-feed is often pre processed by
software programs to enhance object and movement detection. This is done to ease the
information extraction for the person looking at the video-feed. Using methods to do so
is called intelligent video content analysis (VCA) in computer science. Some examples of
what VCA is used for is stabilization, movement detection, optimizing the contrast and
more.
The movement detection subfield, often called background/foreground (B/F)
detection or just background subtraction (BS), uses several approaches to detect
movement.

Figur
iguree 1. The left image is the input image and the right is the so called ground truth, the real
movement to be found by the algorithm. The shadows are light gray though some algorithm
tries to exclude them.
Changes in the illumination level, slow moving objects and camouflaged objects makes
movement detection complex. There exist many algorithms able to detect movement in
video which differ in the quality of the output in terms of the false positive movement
detected, false negative detected, adapting to a changing background or failing to detect
slowly moving objects, and other challenging conditions.
The algorithms that are performing better often consume more resources, but on
the other hand those algorithms that consumes less resources have not as good output
quality. This implies that when implementing an movement detection algorithm to
function in an environment the hole context needs to be considered before the selection
of that algorithm can be made. Is the background static or not, does the system have
limitations in forms of work memory, CPU performance and/or is this calculation
needed to be done in real time? All those questions needs to be answered before it is
possible to choose algorithms for the solution.
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1.1

Imint

Imint is currently providing and developing software solutions for real-time video
enhancement and analysis. This software is often used to enhance video streams from
unmanned air vehicles (UAV). One important feature is video stabilization. This among
other things helps the operator to find moving objects on the ground, by removing most
of the affects of camera movement.
A common customer request is to have moving objects to be detected automatically.
Today, there are many solutions available for detecting moving objects when the camera
is static. This is however not the typical case for Imint's customers that for instance get
their video feed from UAVs. So a new area of interest is detecting movement while the
camera itself is moving. This is for example also used in manual air vehicles, boats and
turning surveillance cameras.
Imint's customers typically use rugged laptops with integrated graphics cards as simple
as the Intel HD Graphics 3000 to operate these UAVs, including both planning the
flight, control the plane and to view the video down linked. This means that the final
solution needs to run on systems with restricted hardware, in specific: the UAV:s ground
control stations (GCS).

1.2

Real time

A typical UAV Electro-optic (daylight) camera (EO-camera) functions at 25 fps which
gives the system 40 ms to calculate until next image arrives. Within this limited time
there are several calculations to be performed. For instance Imint's system is already
capable of:
•
•
•
•
•

Rotational and planar video stabilization
Scene adaptive contrast optimization
Object tracking
Colorizing
Sky-up and other features from telemetry geo-data

All this is done in about 30 ms which would leave about 10 ms to detect movement
on the rugged laptops graphics card. A potential implemented movement detection
algorithm then needs to have an additional latency of less then 10 ms to not break the
real time constraint.

1.3

Movement detection

The first system to detect movement was invented in 1950 by Samuel Bagno [w1,
w2, w3]. He used the fundamentals of radar principles with ultrasonic waves to detect
thieves. It seems far from todays movement detection in video but are founded from
the same principle; subtracting the known background data from the current input data.
Today's processing power in computers have led to a whole new world of problem
solving, the possibility to detect movement in video-streams is just one of several areas in
the image analysis field.
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There are several algorithms developed to detect movement from static cameras. Not
one can be singled out as better than the other algorithms, it is rather a question of
different constraints and output quality. How important is the false positive and false
negative ratio and illumination change handling compared to slow moving objects,
camouflaged objects, computation speed and memory requirements?
Some of the algorithms are more complex, for instance Bilayer Segmentation of Live
Video[4] (BSLV). BSLV is a good method to detect movement and does not require
an already known background. The downside with those more developed movement
detection algorithms is the need for training and the fact that the more complex
detection they perform the slower they process each frame. Foreground-Background
Segmentation of Video Sequences[8] are a set of algorithms that are much simpler.
For the faster algorithms the ability to detect movement, have a low false positive, and
more will be for the worse. All in all it is down to what the situation can offer and its
constraints.

1.4

Method

First task was to research the field of movement detection algorithms were algorithms
suitable for this particular task was gathered. In step two the most interesting algorithms
where implemented in C# with the KEAN library on the CPU. The algorithms were not
further implemented on to the GPU due to time constraint. After the implementation,
step three was to evaluate their fitness and possibilities to work on Imint's stabilized video
feed. The fourth and last step contained the improvements done on the most fitting
algorithm to better cope with Imint's video feed.
To get a broader understanding about the current status in the movement detection
field the research was organized in to four steps.
Organization of the thesis
•

•

•

At the first step the research were conducted at a shallow depth. After
understanding the field the research was done more profound to get better
understanding in the movement detection algorithms, especially those
algorithms that showed to be more fitting for the stated constraints
The second step was to implement a few of the most suitable algorithms from
the first step and to test their fitness. When talking about fitness, the algorithm
was tested for speed, working memory limits, false positive ratio, false negative
ratio, and the backgrounds ability to adapt over time (non-static backgrounds).
These test where performed on a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2670QM CPU @
2.20GHz with 2,66 GB usable RAM at a 32-bits Windows 7 operating system.
The third step was closely related with the second but was focusing more on to
the stated constraints when evaluating the algorithms. The focus was to detect
their fitness and their possibilities to work on the stabilized video feed. Factors
to look at was how the algorithm was trained (if it was), could it be made more
fault tolerant, would it cope with fast camera movement and would it recover
if it failed and how to improve the background quality (counter the blurry
affect from the camera movement)
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•

The fourth and last step were to improve the result. By taking the conclusions
made in the previous evaluation step, one or several of the most fitting
algorithms were improved to better handle Imint's video feed, with all the
stated constraints. The resulting implementation was then tested on real video
data
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2

Existing methods

The BS algorithms used in this report could all be simplified down to the same basic
algorithm where the movement between two frames, foreground and background (F &
B) of a pixel (p) at a time (t) is describes as

where t is the threshold and d is the chosen distance algorithm. If a pixel p(x,y) has
moved corresponds to M = 1 and 0 if it have not. This is at a given time t where F is the
foreground color in p at t, B is the background color in p at t and τ is the used defined
threshold to exceed.

Figur
iguree 2. Pixel group A moves to the right while pixel group B remains still between 1 and 2.
r1 and r2 in 3 are the true movement.
Even though all the algorithms can be simplified to this they are far more complex
underneath this abstract layer. Some algorithms use probability functions, other use
global and local difference-values, and some codebooks. But this is just some of the
techniques to overcome this complex problem with finding the true movement. The
results in this paper are only from algorithms that computes data on-line.

2.1

Basic Distance formulas

To know if a pixel has changed we need some type of measure. In RGBA there are four
dimensions to measure and this can be done in different ways. This is often done in only
three of the four dimensions, only using the red, green and blue colors and excluding the
alpha channel. This is measured by one of the four following formulas.[2]
The first and shortest is the 1-norm distance in gray-scale (d0). It simply takes the
difference between each pixel from each image and subtract their gray-scale value from
each other, d0 = |Fp,t-Bp,t|. The problem or shortcoming with this formula is that in the
merge process the three RGB dimensions will be compressed to only one dimension,
the gray-scale, which obvious will have no information about the color. By measuring in
gray-scale we have less data to use and many colors map to the same gray value. Although
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there are motion detection algorithms working in gray-scale, they are used mainly for
their simplicity which gives the fast algorithms and that is a key value in many scenarios.
The second formula is the original to the gray scale, the 1-norm distance (d1) which
works the same but in all the three RGB dimensions,
d1 = |FRp,t-BRp,t|+|FGp,t-BGp,t|+|FBp,t-BBp,t|.
Since we now have three colors for each pixel there is an obvious increase of memory
needed for this distance formula compared to the gray scale.
The third formula is the 2-norm distance (d2). It uses the squared difference from all
three RGB colors to compute a distance between two colors,
d2 = sqrt((FRp,t-BRp,t)2+(FGp,t-BGp,t)2+(FBp,t-BBp,t)2). When using d2 in the
implementations we do not need to compute the sqrt() to compare against the threshold,
only change the threshold. This is to escape unnecessary computation. So further in the
report the notation d2 will be the squared d2.
The fourth and last formula is the infinity-norm distance(d∞) which only takes the
largest distance difference from the three RGB dimensions,
d∞ = max(|FRp,t-BRp,t|,|FGp,t-BGp,t|,|FBp,t-BBp,t|).
There are more distance formulas which are used but they are slightly more complex. The
One Gaussian formula uses different distance formulas within the algorithm, thouse will
be described together with the One Gaussian algorithm later in the paper.

2.2

Distance and background subtraction algorithms

In this chapter several algorithms to detect movement in video will be brought up. They
will be described in detail with both the idea of the algorithm as well as the actual steps
and the algorithmic complexity. Starting with the most basic algorithms and continue
in to somewhat more complex ones. All existing algorithms will not be implemented or
even included in to the research due to the high complexity and computational load.

2.2.1

Basic Motion Detection

The most simple of the BS algorithms is the Basic Motion Detection (Basic)[2]. This, as
its name implies, only a basic way to detect movement. It uses one of d0, d1, d2 or d∞ to
find movement and then updates the background by adding some percent (α) from the
foreground on to the background at each time instance (t),
Bp,t+1 = (1-α)Bp,t+αFp,t.
By doing this the algorithm is able to handle illumination change and other modification
on a local and primitive level but at a fast computation time and with only 3 stored floats
per pixel [2]. At the first run the algorithm will use the foreground as the background as
a initial step.
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Figur
iguree 3. F is the input image and B is the current background. a is α and R is the outputted
result.
It is just this low computational cost that makes it still valuable in this field. If calculating
at real-time on simple hardware this algorithm might still be a choice.

2.2.2

Minimum, Maximum and Maximum Inter-Frame Difference

This Minimum, Maximum and Maximum Inter-Frame Difference (MinMax)[2]
algorithm, like the Basic algorithm, updates the background pixels locally to adapt to
noise. The original MinMax algorithm operates on gray scale, and it needs to train on
background data to set three values for each pixel. It looks at the minimum difference,
the maximum difference and compares them to the threshold as,
|Mp-Fp,t|μ OR |mp-Fp,t|μ,
in which mp is the minimum value of the pixel, Mp is the maximum value of the pixel
and Dp is the maximum inter-frame difference, or in other words the largest integer jump
the pixel does during training. dμ is the average Dp from the training phase,
dμ=med(Dp) where Dp=Maxp(|Bp,t-Fp,t|)
It can also be a good idea to have a minimum value for the maximum inter-frame
difference for the worst case scenario where the training data did not differ at all in the
training phase [7], to still allow some minor change in the pixel value after training.
MinMax will only use 3 floats per pixel even if it stores three values. This is because it
works in gray scale and only needs one float per "color" since red, green and blue are
merged in to gray scale.
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2.2.3

One Gaussian

The One Gaussian (1-G) [2, 9, 5, 10] is modeled with a probability density function
(PDF) that trains over a series of frames. The task is to find a well fitting PDF-threshold
to this algorithm. This will make a pixel that, after the training phase, has a low
probability for moving to easier get classified as moving if it actually does move. To cope
with noise every background pixel is modeled with a Gaussian distribution where μ is the
average background color and Σ is the covariance matrix in the X~N(μp,t,Σp,t). With this
PDF the distance metrics can be either one of the Log Likelihood or the Mahalanobis
distance formula.dG, where
dG = ½log((2π)3|Σp,t|)+½(Fp,t-μp,t)Σp,t-1(Fp,t-μp,t)T
or the Mahalanobis distance, dM, where
dM = |Fp,t-μp,t|Σp,t-1|Fp,t-μp,t|T.[3]
Here the noisy areas will affect the Σ to be greater which have affect on the temporal
gradient (|Fp,t-μp,t|) that needs to be greater to classify as movement. This property makes
the 1-G much more flexible than the Basic Motion Detection algorithm. The trade off
is that we now have a Gaussian function to each pixel which results in a much higher
memory consumption and a slower algorithm.
To cope with illumination change μ and Σ need to decay over time. This is done by
updating both at each time instance,
μp,t+1 = (1-α)μp,t+αFp,t
and
Σp,t+1=(1-α)Σp,t+αΔd
where Δd is the diagonal matrix whose elements are from the
(Fp,t-μp,t)(Fp,t-μp,t)T
matrix. To reduce memory and processing cost it is common to assume that Σ is a 3x3
diagonal matrix and implemented as such. This will give the 1-G the total amount of 6
of floats per pixel.

2.2.4

Gaussian Mixture Model

Another algorithm that uses PDF is the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)[2]. It uses
several Gaussians in its computation to get better estimations for each pixel. This
algorithm is described as the probability P of pixel p at a time t. For instance Grimson
and Stauffer[6] uses K Gaussians in their work and describes P as a sum from 1 to K of
N(μ, Σ) times the weight ω,
P(Fp,t)=∑Ki=1(ωi,p,t·N(μi,p,t,Σi,p,t)).
The sum of ωp,t should be 1.
As in 1-G the standard deviation Σ can be assumed to be a diagonal σ2·Id in
implementation to decrease computational cost. This GMM algorithm works well on
multi-modal backgrounds as well as noisy ones, but in order to adapt to changing
backgrounds ω, μ and σ still needs to be updated in some way. When updating those,
only the Gaussian that has its standard deviations closest to its mean and at most 2.5
away will be updated.
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The most fitting ωi,p,t will then be set to take a larger part in the next instance,
ωi,p,t = (1-α)*ωi,p,t-1+α.
Further the μi,p,t will be updated with the background as,
μi,p,t = (1-ρ)·μi,p,t-1+ρ·Fp,t.
Last the σi,p,t will be updated with the product from the distance method,
σi,p,t = (1-ρ)·σi,p,t-1+ρ·d2(Fp,t-μi,p,t). As in 1-G, α is a user defined learning rate but ρ is
defined as ρ=α*N(μ, Σ). To achieve decay the Gaussians that did not get chosen as the
most fitting will be decreased as,
ωi,p,t = (1-α)ωi,p,t-1.
In the case where no one of the Gaussians are within 2.5 standard deviations of its mean
the one with the lowest weight is replaced by a Gaussian that has mean = Fp,t, a large
variance σ2 and a small weight ω as initial values. The sum of all K ωi,p,t now needs to be
normalized to sum up to 1.
After the values are up to date the distributions need to be ordered based on their
fitness value (ω/σ) and only the H most reliable ones will be part of the background. H is
chosen by taking the minimum number of ω needed to be greater then the threshold,
H = arghmin(∑hi=1ωi>τ).
The pixels that have a value more then 2.5 standard deviation away from all the H
distributions are then classified as in motion.
The trade off for this well performing algorithm is the computational time and the
memory consumption. Since it has K Gaussians per pixel it is also about K times
more expensive compared to the 1-G. Still this algorithm perform well compared to
its demands. The authors of Comparative Study of Background Subtraction Algorithm[2]
suggests that this algorithm is not suitable for real-time if CPU and/or memory is a
concern.[2] It uses 5 + k, where k is the number of Gaussians, floats per pixel.

2.2.5

Kernel Density Estimation

Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)[2][11] is another way to model a multimodal PDF. It
is originally from the statistical literature and is behaving well on data that have variable
uncertainties connected to the sample points. It is described as the probability,
P(Fp,t) = (1/N) ∑t-1i=t-N K(Fp,t-Fp,i),
where N is the number of previous frames used to estimate P, and K is typically a
Gaussian. In the case where we have several dimensions, for example when using RGB,
the products of the one-dimensional kernels can be used and describes as
P(Fp,t) = (1/N) ∑t-1i=t-N * ∏j={R,G,B}K((Fjp,t-Fjp,i)/σj)
where σ can either be fixed or pre-estimated. This KDE algorithm is even more
demanding than the GMM in context of computation and memory[2]. The amount of
floats it uses are 3 + 3N, where N is the number of frames in the buffer (100-200 [2]).
This is yet again the trade off for even better precision.
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2.2.6

Codebook

Codebook (CBRGB)[2] is an algorithm that uses a codebook composed by several
codewords per pixel. Each codeword is a series of key colors which describe the color
the background pixel is likely to take over a certain time period. A good quality in this
method is that a pixel will only acquire as many code words as needed. A pixel whose
color over the training sequence does not change much might end up with only one
or a few codewords, whereas another pixel that had a lot of changes might have several
codewords describing the colors this pixel might take at some periods of time.
To be able to classify foreground objects and be tolerant to shadows etc, the author of
the algorithm makes the assumption that shadows corresponds to brightness shifts and
foreground objects corresponds to chroma shifts. With this assumption the algorithm
eliminates illumination changes in two steps. First it compares the color distortion to
the threshold and then the brightness distortion with parameters from the corresponding
codeword. This color distortion is done by taking the sqrt(Ⅰ-Ⅲ/Ⅱ) and the brightness
distortion is compared as, αi,p≤ Ⅰ ≤βi,p where Ⅰ, Ⅱ & Ⅲ are,
Ⅰ = FRp,t2+FGp,t2+FBp,t2
Ⅱ = μRp,t2+μGp,t2+μBp,t2
Ⅲ = μRp,tFRp,t+μGp,tFGp,t+μBp,tFBp,t
where μRp,t, μGp,t, μBp,t, αi,p & βi,p are parameters from the ith codeword for pixel p. Any pixel
at any time that does not fulfill those two conditions will be labeled as a foreground pixel. This
will give the algorithm a memory consumption of 1 float per codebooks stored for that pixel.

2.2.7

Improved Codebook

The authors of Comparative Study of Background Subtraction Algorithm[2] observed
through empirical observations that the chroma threshold is producing too many false
positives in some urban scenes. Due to this the authors modified the algorithm to cope
with those problems. In the Improved Codebook (Improved CBRGB) each codeword is
described as a Gaussian distribution. After a training sequence there will be L codewords
where each codeword ci,p is a Gaussian, N(μi,p,Σi,p) where μi,p,Σi,p is the mean and
Σi,p,Σi,p is the covariance matrix, which as in 1-G can be assumed to be diagonal. The
codebook of each pixel will be initialized as its color at time 0,
μ1,p = Fp,0 and Σ1,p = σ02·I,
where σ02 is a constant and I is the identity matrix. Then each new color Fp,t is with the
pre-estimated codewords ci,p, for each match the associated codebook's parameters are
updated as in 1-G. If there is no match in the codebook a new codeword (cj,p) will be
created and initialized as,
μj,p = Fp,t and Σj,p = σ02·I.
A pixel is then classified as moving if dM(Fp,t,ci,p)>τ for every i
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Extending the CB to include a Gaussian for each codeword will make the CB
dramatically decrease its computational speed and increase its use of memory to yield
better output quality.

2.2.8

Eigen Background

The Eigen Background (Eigen) algorithm takes adaptation to a new level. By not only
comparing pixel pt with pt-1 it takes the pixel's neighborhood in to the calculation to
even better adapt globally. This is called a non pixel-level method and as it is named it
uses an eigenspace to model its background. This is done not only by taking the current
pixel's statistics but also including the current pixel's neighbourhoods statistics. This gives
the algorithm the important ability to learn the background model from unconstrained
video sequences with moving objects in the frame. After the training phase F will be
{Fi}i=1:N which is a column representation of the N-frames long training sequence. μ will
be calculated as,
μ = (1/N)∑Ni=1Fi
and will then be used to construct the zero-mean vector by subtracting μ from each
image. The X = {Xi}i=1:N will then be computed as, Xi = Fi-μ and the covariance matrix
Σ as,
Σ = E[XXT], with X = [X1,...,Xn].
According to the Karhunen-Loéve Transform we are now able to compute the
eigenvector matrix, Φ. The diagonalized covariance matrix D is then calculated by,
D = ΦΣΦT.
From the M-eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues by the Principal Component
Analysis a new rectangular matrix ΦM can be created and then the column representation
of each input image Ft is first projected on the M-dimensional subspace as,
Bt = ΦM(Ft-μ)
and then reconstructed as,
F't = ΦMTBt+μ. Last the foreground pixels are detected by computing the difference
between the input Ft and the constructed F't. A pixel will then be classified as moving if
d2(Ft,F't)>τ. The writers of Comparative Study of Background Subtraction Algorithm[2]
end with a note that the D can quickly be computed with a Single Decomposition but
Eigen as whole might not be usable in real-time since ΦM is hard to keep up-to-date.

2.2.9

Visual Background Estimation

Visual Background Estimation (ViBe) is an algorithm that is simple but yet well
performing. It uses the polychromatic color space to compare the color values. By taking
the number of pixels that have their polychromatic color value within a certain sphere
SR(v(pt)), where R is the radius from the current pixel's polychromatic color value. If the
number of neighbours is above a given threshold, #min the pixel will be classified as a
background pixel.
#{SR(v(pt))∩{p1, p2, ..., pn}. Further, ViBe is updating the group of neighbours to
ensure that the algorithm will cope with changes in the background over time. This
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update is done not only by updating the current pixel, if it is classified as not moving,
but also one neighbor. This is to ensure that when static objects like a car starts to move
there will not be deadlock.[1] The members in the neighborhood group also needs to be
removed when a new neighbor is added. This is done by choosing at random, since the
probability that a pixel added at t0 will still be a member at time t1 is, ((n-1)/n)t1-t0.[1]

2.3

Existing methods summary

As seen from their heavy computational need some algorithms are not fit for real
time, especially in this particular case with the hard constrained rugged laptop Imint's
customers are using. With this in mind there are some limitations that can be made.
Choosing only some of the algorithms to continue in to the next evaluation step. GMM
will not further be evaluated since it basically is a more enhanced 1-G algorithm, GMM
is also described as not well suited for real-time. KDE turns out to be very similar to
GMM and even more demanding which excludes even KDE from further evaluation.
The algorithm of KBRGB shows reasonably low computation demands but the Improved
KBRGB will not be evaluated further due to its implementation of several Gaussians. Last
Eigen will not be evaluated at this time, it is an interesting algorithm but due to ΦM
is hard do keep up to date it will be excluded. Note that the algorithms that where not
chosen to be further evaluated were only excluded because they where not as fitting as
the others in this case, but they still produce higher quality output but at a higher cost.
A cost we are not willing to pay in this case.
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3

Evaluation of Basic, MinMax, 1-G & CBRGB

For the task to find a suitable algorithm for the scenario given by Imint only some
algorithms will be implemented, both due to time constraints and that some algorithms
show to be unnecessary slow and demanding already at the algorithm research level.
Basic is the fastest and most simple algorithm. It performs one subtraction per pixel
and only stores one background pixel per pixel. Table 1 shows the memory scale pixel
wise. The variables for each method will make the algorithm perform better if they
increase but high values are not needed. Using K Gaussians in GMM would probably
be at the size of one unit and same goes for the KDE's frames, the Improved and the
regular CBRGB's codewords, the Eigen's eigenvectors and the ViBe's neighborhood. It
is noticeable that Basic and MinMax uses the least float per pixels and that GMM,
KDE, Improved CBRGB and Eigen have the highest amount of floats per pixels. Between
thouse we have CBRGB and ViBe algorithms that uses slightly more floats per pixels then
Basic and MinMax but still less then the rest.
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Method

Floats per pixel

Basic

3

MinMax

3

1-G

6

GMM

5K

KDE

3N+3

CBRGB

3L

Improved CBRGB

6L

Eigen

3M+3

ViBe

n+2

Table 1: This table shows the number of
floats per pixel each method uses at
minimum. K is the number of Gaussians,
N is the number of frames in the buffer, L
is the number of codewords, M is the
number of eigenvectors and n is the size of
the neighborhood.
By the look on some algorithms and strengthen by theirs references some algorithms
will further be excluded from this work due to the computational load and the memory
usages seen in Table 1. This was also due to the time constraint on the thesis. The
algorithms that where not chosen to be implemented are the GMM, KDE, Improved
CBRGB and the Eigen algorithm since they are relatively computational heavy. The
remaining algorithms will be implemented and they are as follows, Basic, MinMax, 1-G,
ViBe and the original CBRGB algorithm.
The five implementations was then tested for their speed in pixels per millisecond (p/
ms) at three different sizes, a 100 square image, a 1000 square image and 800 times 600.
The last resolution was tested due to Imint's video often are at 800 times 600. Each result
are the mean from 10 images and the results from the test are shown in Table 2.
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Method

100x100

1000x1000

800x600

Basic

84 p/ms

83 p/ms

81 p/ms

MinMax

73 p/ms

70 p/ms

69 p/ms

1-G

12 p/ms

13 p/ms

12 p/ms

CB

76 p/ms

75 p/ms

76 p/ms

ViBe

73 p/ms

78 p/ms

79 p/ms

Table 2: This shows the motion detection algorithm
speed in pixels per millisecond (p/ms) in three different
resolutions.
From Table 2 we are now able to see that three algorithms perform almost as good as
Basic in speed. However there is one algorithm that is much slower in this test, the 1-G.
This is also a strong indication to the last choice to exclude some algorithms. Most of
the algorithms where using multiply Gaussians to compute their results but as we can see
from the test even one Gaussian is slow compared to the others. From the results we are
also able to see that the p/ms are not dependent on the size but rather steady between the
resolutions.
The distance methods will also be tested for speed (p/ms) to ensure that they are stable
and implemented correct. As the movement detection algorithms they will be tested in
three different resolution with a mean from 10 frames each.

Method

100x100

1000x1000

800x600

First Norm distance

77 p/ms

82 p/ms

82 p/ms

First Norm distance in gray-scale

78 p/ms

77 p/ms

80 p/ms

Second Norm distance

76 p/ms

80 p/ms

81 p/ms

Infinity Norm distance

77 p/ms

83 p/ms

82 p/ms

Table 3: This shows the distance formulas speed in pixels per millisecond (p/ms)
in three different resolutions.
From Table 3 there are not any significant differences between the formulas
implementation. One can not be selected from the speed results.
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Speed is a major variable but not the only one. The implementations gives different
background images to subtract from the input (foreground). Figure 5 shows some major
differences between the estimated backgrounds. One can see that the Basic and the ViBe
algorithm background is updated differently from 1-G, CB and MinMax. Basic and ViBe
are simple algorithms and only update the background with the foreground with a factor
alpha which gradually makes the truck more and more transparent. This is noticeable in
figure 5, A and B.

Figur
iguree 5. A to F describes the background after 10 frames for each algorithm where A is the
inputed foreground, B the Basic algorithm, C is ViBe, D is 1-G, E is CB and F is from
MinMax.
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4

Improvements and extensions to the algorithms

The first improvement that needs to be done is to change the algorithms to cope
with the camera movement. By simply multiply the input transformation matrix with
the background the backgrounds coordinate system will correspond to the foreground.
When the image is transformed with the transformation matrix some pixels will have
moved out from the image, those pixels will be removed. At the same time new pixels
will be introduced to the image. At the time instance when they are introduced they will
affect the background with 100% without regards to any updating factor. This is due to
the lack of background information about those pixels. This is slightly visible in Figure
6., both top and left sides in B shows new pixels that not yet have been affected by the
blurriness. Algorithms that uses training sequence will be in need of one more change
before they will start work on non-static videos. They need to have the training sequence
implemented locally for each pixel since pixels now can be introduced at different times.
Each pixel will then be able to train for the specified amount of time after they are
introduced.

4.1

Floating pixels

When applying the transformation matrix a pixel will move to a new x and y position in
the image. Some pixels will be moved outside the image (removed) and some pixels will
be moved in to the image (new pixels).
The problem is that the transformation matrix needs (and currently are) to be as exact
as possible. This means using real numbers and not only integer numbers in the matrix.
This creates the problem when moving a pixel for instance 1,5 pixels x wise. A first try
to handle this problem was to handle each color channel separately when dividing this
foreground pixel in to the four background pixels. How this is done mathematically is
described as follows. Each color channel,
C = t(ltl + rtr) + b(lbl + rbr),
where l = x - Floor(x), r = 1 - l, t = y - Floor(y) and b = 1 - t.
tl, tr, bl and br are respectively, top left, top right, bottom left and bottom right pixel.
This solution to pixels moving non-integer distances results in increasing blurriness
over time in the background.
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Figur
iguree 6. A is an early image while B is 26 frames later than A. We then see some blurriness
affects from moving pixels with this technique.
input is the foreground which is multiplied by the transform matrix (M) creating the
transformed foreground, input*. input* added to the background gives the result. The
background* shows how the pixel * from input* is applied on to the background and
further divided accordingly to the percentages of area it has for each of the A, B, C and
D pixels in background. A* and D* will then stay black while B* and C* will turn slightly
in to gray, this is since they will stay 75% white from the background pixel but gain 25%
black from the * pixel, if we assume that the overlap is 25%.

Figur
iguree 7. This figure describes the procedure of adding a pixel in to the background when
using real numbers.
The first idea to solve this problem were to double the pixels in both x and y in the
background image. It will not solve the problem but might decrease the affects. This
was never implemented due to stored movement was implemented instead but the idea
will be brought up in the last chapter for future work. The stored background will be
described in Section 5.3 underneath.

4.2

Stored movement

The second try was to only apply the integer movement on the background and store
the decimals as a rest to the next iteration. This would make the background move only
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whole integers and store the decimals to the next iteration. By doing this the image will
not get blurred with time. The pseudo code for this would be
rest = rest + (input - truncate(input))
output = truncate(input) + truncate(rest)
rest = rest - truncate(rest)
rest will first be a sum of the old rest and the decimals from the input. The output, or the
transformation matrix later to be used to move the background, will be the integer value
of input plus the integer value of rest (no decimals used). The integer value of rest will
then be subtracted from rest, to only contain the resulting decimals in to next iteration.

Figur
iguree 8. A is the original images, B is the images from the first method and C is the image
from this stored movement method.
With this technique the background will not turn blurry with time. Instead the estimated
background will stay at an impressively high quality, close to the inputed images. This
should make the subtraction between the foreground and the estimated background
significantly better. Both methods will be further evaluated in the evaluation section.
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4.3

Neighborhood function in distance measuring

In the BS phase there is a large factor that might increase the false positives. The BS
algorithms only compares the new pixel to the background pixel and it will easy classify
the pixel as "moving" if the pixel had some disturbances of some sort. A simple way to
counter this is to work with neighbourhoods instead of just one pixel.
Compute the difference between the foreground pixel and its background
correspondence then also computes the differences between the same foreground pixels
and the background pixels neighbours in a distance of choosing. This was implemented
as a variable, lets call it r, where r is the radius of the neighborhood. r = 0 will make the
algorithm work only with the pixel itself but r = n will give a neighborhood of (2n +
1)^2 with pixels, where the original pixel is in the middle.
Now the difference between the pixel and its corresponding background pixel might
be compared to the difference between the same pixel and the background pixels
neighbours. This might be done in different ways depending on the problem but was
done in two ways in this thesis. First implementation where using the
min(max(nDiff),pDiff)
where nDiff is the difference between the pixel and its background neighbours and pDiff
is the difference between the pixel and the background. The second implementation is as
follows:

where n goes from zero to the the number of elements.

4.4

Post filtering

After the process of finding the movement between two pictures there are some filtering
that might enhance the result. There are filters that try to get rid of false positives or false
negatives by looking at the pixel's neighbours or at the pixel over time.
A frequently used post processing algorithm are the rank filter algorithm. Rank filter
works by looking at the current pixel, if the pixel is classified as x ("moving" or "notmoving") it will need to have more than t neighbours also classified as x or it will be
discarded and classified as not-x. One could say that it is the peer pressure that decides the
pixel classification. t is here the threshold to be exceeded. By using this method on "moving"
and "non-moving" pixels in the "right" order, the result might be enhanced by removing
isolated pixels and missing pixels. The size of the neighborhood and the threshold to be exceeded
are variables to be optimized for each case.
As seen in Figure 9 below there are a lot of pixels classified as moving. This is due to the
fact that the transformation matrix given by Imint is just an estimation of the true camera
movement. By applying the rank filter on moving pixels the result strongly increases in its
quality when the isolated pixels disappear. By using the rank filter on non-moving pixels
in the output from the rank filter on moving pixels the results then get more distinct.
One should not forget that using filters might erase true movement if they are to small
or scattered when using rank filter on moving pixels or enlarge small false positives with
the rank filter on non-moving pixels.
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Figur
iguree 9. A is the original movement image after MinMax, B is after rank filter on moving
pixels and C is after rank filter on non-moving pixels of the result from the rank on moving
pixels. The images describes the movement of a truck and a car traveling along a forest road
with high amount of false positive.
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5

Evaluation of the extensions and improvements

Transforming the backgrounds to always correspond to the foreground's coordinate
systems is vital, or the moving camera BS will fail. This seems easy but since the transform
matrix only is an estimation of the true movement transform it influences the BS
algorithms. Secondly the matrix also works with decimals but pixels can only move by
whole pixels and not by decimals.
By the introduction of new pixels, removal of pixels outside the background and
applying the transformation matrix the original algorithms starts to work. To further
improve the algorithm the implementations that gives varying results are how to handle
the transformation matrix to solve the decimals problem above. Using floating pixels
results in a blurry background with time, while stored movement implementation gives
a far better background which was showed in Figure 8.
When applying stored movement on to the distance methods the false classification
drops. In Figure 10. we can see that the foreground is moving between frame 2 and 3 by
1 pixel in both x and y-axis but the matrix is telling us that the image is moving between
frame 1 and 3 by 0,5 pixels in x and y-axis each frame. By looking at the floating pixels
result we see that it finds a movement when using floating pixels but not when using
stored pixels.
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Figur
iguree 10. F describes the input frame at time 0-4, B is the background stored by the
algorithm and M is the transform matrix. The last two rows shows the result from each
method.
When evaluating those two ways by looking at the outputs from Figure 11, 12 it is
noticeable that even though the stored movement implementation stores a background
closer to the foregrounds appearance, as seen in Figure 8, the distance algorithms have
a much easier time handling the blurry image, compared to the stored movement
background. This is dependent on the input feed and the updating factor of the
background. The higher updating factor the less blurriness effect. In general for the
videos that was used during the evaluation, from Imint's own test videos, they gave better
output when handled with the floating pixel technique combined with the high updating
factor. Figure 11. describes one of a few frames where the floating pixel technique did
not result in a higher quality output and Figure 12. describes one output from them both
where the floating pixel technique gave far better result.
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Figur
iguree 11. A describes the movement in a frame computed with the floating pixel technique. B
describes the movement in the same frame but computed with the stored movement technique.

Figur
iguree 12. A describes the movement in a frame computed with the floating pixel technique
and B describes the movement in a frame computed with the stored movement technique. The
red circles marks a driving truck.
Next improvement that was implemented was the neighborhood function. By setting
the radius to zero it will work as before, the second row in Figure 13. By setting the
radius to one, seen as the first row in Figure 14., the distance algorithm will apply a 3
squared size neighborhood around the pixel and as seen in the figure it improves the
result by decreasing the false negatives. Test was even conducted with radius set to 2,
an 5 squared size neighborhood, and resulted in even better output. This is a trade off
for the computation but the results improves significantly. Tests on how much the speed
is decreased is shown in Table 4. The tests on neighborhood sizes where a mean over
10 frames conducted at 800 times 600 resolution. Since pixels in the edges will lack
neighbours an error in the measuring will occur. This error will be less then (2L + 2W)
/ L*W for radius equals to 1 and less than n(2L + 2W) / L*W for radius equals to n.
When at 800 times 600 pixels at radius 1 respectively 2 this is fortunately less then 0,6%
(0,0058) and 1,2% (0,012).
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Figur
iguree 13. shows the background image and the difference image at radius 0.
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Figur
iguree 14. shows the difference image at radius 1 and radius 2.
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Method

0 px

1 px

2 px

First Norm distance

78 p/ms

50 p/ms

29 p/ms

First Norm distance in gray-scale

77 p/ms

42 p/ms

23 p/ms

Second Norm distance

78 p/ms

47 p/ms

26 p/ms

Infinity Norm distance

78 p/ms

50 p/ms

29 p/ms

Table 4: This shows the pixels per millisecond (p/ms) the four distance
formulas are able to perform with three different neighborhood sizes. From
left tha radius is 0 px (only the pixel itself ), 1 px and 2 px.

Using post filtering on the result showed to be useful if the case of an estimated
transformation matrix. The transformation matrix affects the images with considerable
amount of false negatives. Even after the implementation of a neighborhood function
within the distance metrics algorithm there exists some false positives in the images.
Further increasing the neighborhood size where not enhancing the output much and the
time to compute a pixel was heavily decreased even at radius 2. By adding rank filter
on moving pixels and on non-moving pixels the output were significantly enhanced in
such a way that the true positives was clustered and enlarged while the false positives was
removed. This is due to (and assumed) that the true movement will be a stronger clusters
of "moving" pixels while false movement will be smaller and more scattered.
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Figur
iguree 15. shows the difference image to the left and the output after post processing to the
right. First row shows the difference image from 1-G and the output from rank filter on
moving pixels with radius 2 and threshold 2 and then rank filter on non-moving pixels with
radius 1 and threshold 1. Row two and three shows the difference image from Basic and the
post processing from first rank filter on moving pixels with radius 2 and threshold 5 and then
rank filter on non-moving pixels with radius 2 and threshold 1.
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6

Conclusions

The best results when having the problematic transformation matrix and the high
hardware constraint was the Basic algorithm. With a high updating factor it produced
good output quality and faster than the other algorithms. The stored movement
implementation made the background quality improve to nearly the inputed quality
but the distance measuring algorithms produced better output from the floating pixel
techniques backgrounds. The blurriness from the floating technique turned out to help
the quality of the distance measuring since the transformation matrix is just estimated.
By using neighbours when calculating the distance between pixels in the color space
tuned out to decrease the false negatives, using a small radius showed to be preferred
due to the time to process a pixel will increase. Using post processing increases the final
result significantly by removing small false negatives and grouping together larger areas
of movement. Variables like thresholds, updating factors and such are hard to predict and
should be optimized by the user for each environment.
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7

Future work

With the knowledge from this thesis some recommendations about future work will be
suggested.
•

•
•

Implement the background with the double amount of pixels in both the x and
the y-axis to research the possible counter effect on to the blurriness produced
by the floating pixel technique.
Implement self determined thresholds to find "enough" movement in different
environments.
Apply a filter over time to determine if the movement is short or stable to be
able to remove accidental movement classifications.
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